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Soong Tse-ven or Soong Tzu-wen (Chinese: å®‹å-•æ–‡; pinyin: SÃ²ng ZÇ•wÃ©n; December 4, 1894 â€“
April 26, 1971) was a prominent businessman and politician in the early-20th-century Republic of China.His
father was Charlie Soong and his siblings were the Soong sisters.His Christian name was Paul, but he is
generally known in English as T. V. Soong.As brother to the three Soong sisters, Soong's ...
T. V. Soong - Wikipedia
Soong Ai-ling (traditional Chinese: å®‹è—¹é½¡; simplified Chinese: å®‹è”¼é¾„; pinyin: SÃ²ng Ã€ilÃ-ng), or
Eling Soong (June 14, 1888 â€“ October 18, 1973) was the eldest of the Soong sisters and the wife of H. H.
Kung (Kung Hsiang-Hsi), who was the richest man in the early 20th century Republic of China.The first
character of her given name is written as é•„ (same pronunciation) in some texts.
Soong Ai-ling - Wikipedia
Continuing from Qing Dynasty: Part I: The Manchus were both a blessing and a disaster for China. The
blessing would be its early territorial expansion which somehow prepared China proper for buffering the
Czarist eastward expansion that would inevitably come in the last couple hundreds of years.
Manchu Qing Dynasty -- Political, Social, Cultural
Peggy Seagrave was the senior researcher and picture editor at Time-Life Books.Along with Sterling
Seagrave, she is a co-author of the bestselling Lords of the Rim and The Yamato Dynasty. Sterling Seagrave
was a reporter for the Washington Post before becoming a freelance investigative journalist contributing to
Time, Life, Atlantic Monthly, and the Far Eastern Economic Review.
Gold Warriors: America's Secret Recovery of Yamashita's
The Wuhan Gang & The Chungking Gang, i.e., the offsprings of the American missionaries, diplomats,
military officers, 'revolutionaries' & Red Saboteurs and the "Old China Hands" of the 1920s and the
herald-runners of the Dixie Mission of the 1940s.
RESISTANCE WARS -- Political, Social, Cultural, Historical
Jeanne d'Arc of China: This snippet is for sons and daughters of China ! Teenager girl Xun Guan breaking
out of the Wancheng city to borrow the relief troops in the late Western Jinn dynasty; Liu-Shao-shi riding into
the barbarian army to rescue her husband in the late Western Jinn dynasty; teenager girl Shen Yunying
breaking into Zhang Xianzhong's rebels on the horseback to avenge on father's ...
WARS & CAMPAIGNS 1927-1937 -- Political, Social, Cultural
World War 2 Flying Ace Arthur Chinâ€™s story is an incredible story of courage and survival during wartime.
Acquaintances commented in his later years that it was difficult to tell his age; most of his face had been
burned away and the scar tissue now covering it was smoother than his natural skin would have been.
World War 2 Flying Ace Arthur Chin's Amazing True Story
Eight Section Brocade Chi Kung. A Hypertext Notebook by Michael P. Garofalo, M.S. Green Way Research,
Vancouver, Clark County, Washington. Chi Kung (Dao-yin, Yang Sheng Gong, Qigong) are Various Ancient
Chinese Exercise and Fitness Practices The Eight Pieces of Beautiful Silk Brocade Chi Kung (Ba Duan Jin
Qigong) is a popular Chi Kung Form.The Eight Treasures Dao-yin (Ways for Pulling ...
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